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The Blue Rose label's own super group US RAILS (featuring Joseph Parsons, Tom Gillam, 

Ben Arnold, Scott Bricklin, and Matt Muir) has set its sights on not being a more than just 

short-lived entry in rock history and on gaining new fans and consolidating its cult status. 

The US Rails name has been circulating in well-informed folk/roots/rock circles for a while. 

A new little super group with well-known songwriters originally got together on the 

Philadelphia scene and caused quite a stir with its first few live appearances. But it was their 

phenomenal gig at the Blue Rose Christmas Party in December 2009 in Hannover-Isernhagen 

which convinced German roots music fans of the band's enormous talent and potential. As a 

confirmation, their eponymous debut album followed in June 2010 as well as an extensive and 

very successful tour of Europe shortly thereafter. That could've been it for this band since all 

five musicians still have their own careers to attend to - almost all of them on Blue Rose, by 

the way. But when inspiration strikes and there's a strong musical bond, things yet to be said 

and energy to be shared, there's no reason not to continue! 

Just like on US Rails, it's the ensemble playing not the individuals that stand out on the 13 

tracks of Southern Canon. But while the debut was a patchwork affair compiled and recorded 

over several years, this project was put together as a whole with songs written exclusively for 

this album. It's easy to hear that the five musicians have grown even tighter as a unit, even 

though they've drifted apart location-wise and recorded their parts in Pennsylvania and 

Germany, Paris and Texas. They have managed to distill the essence of everyone's individual 

strengths into this band. US Rails have a signature sound and a lot of character and charisma! 

All of the four frontmen contribute three compositions each, drummer Matt Muir pitched in 

one and sings on it as well. 

Pretty close with the release of Southern Canon the band did another tour through Germany to 

promote the new album and the new songs. One of these concerts had been chosen for a live 

recording on CD and DVD – the show at the Kulturbahnhof in Neuenkirchen-Voerden On 

February 8
th

, 2012. The band had played several shows before already and was sounding like 

a well oiled machine that night with lot of fun for all the five musicians. The setlist featured 

songs from all the four front guys with personal contributions to the band sound – melodic 

tunes (Ben Arnold, Scott Bricklin), warm ballads (Joseph Parsons) and catchy rockers by Tom 

Gillam. 21 songs had been on the setlist,  all originals except the two covers “Almost 

Saturday Night” by John Fogerty and “Barbed Wire” by Artie Traum.  The latter was the final 

encore, a goosebumps a-capella version with all the five at the front of the stage. 
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Tracks 

CD 1 

1. Heart Don't Lie 

2. Ring A Big Bell 

3. Heartbeat Away 

4. Same Old You (Same Old Me) 

5. Good Times 

6. Don't Take Me Now 

7. Rainwater 

8. Spell 

9. Gonna Shine 

10. Live Like We Love 

11. You're My Home 

 

CD 2 
1. Nightbird 

2. Carry Your Weight 

3. Old Song On The Radio 
4. Brown Me In The Sun 

5. 18 & Lonely 

6. Do What You Love 

7. Almost Saturday Night 

8. Lucky Stars 

9. Shine Your Light 

10. Barbed Wire 

 

DVD 
1. Heart Don't Lie 

2. Ring A Big Bell 

3. Heartbeat Away 

4. Same Old You (Same Old Me) 

5. Good Times 

6. Don't Take Me Now 

7. Rainwater 

8. Spell 

9. Gonna Shine 

10. Live Like We Love 

11. You're My Home 

12. Nightbird 

13. Carry Your Weight 

14. Old Song On The Radio 

15. Brown Me In The Sun 

16. 18 & Lonely 

17. Do What You Love 

18. Almost Saturday Night 

19. Lucky Stars 

20. Shine Your Light 
21. Barbed Wire 

 


